Art/Design Technology

Literacy

History/Geography

Normandy beach watercolour.
2D perspective drawing.

Spoken word; Word reading; comprehension; writing-transcription; writing-handwriting;
writing-composition; writing– grammar; vocabulary and punctuation. Genre: Historic factual text; fiction based upon historical events or facts; reference; debate.

Earth, sun and moon painting.

Power of Reading: A Boy, and a Bear and in a Boat.

WWII—How did WWII begin? The
Normandy landings/invasions: Know and
sequence key events of time studied.
Examine causes and results of great
events and the impact on people.
Compare accounts of events from different sources. Fact or fiction..

No Nonsense Spelling scheme.

PE

Maths

RE

Sports Leaders.

Reasoning Tasks— to use their knowledge of the four operations to solve a mathematical challenges

Judaism - looking at one of the oldest
monotheistic religions and how it was
founded over 3500 years ago in the
Middle East.

Team building.
Bat and Ball Skills.
Games and Skipping.

Solving problems using mental calculation and conversion:
The main focus of this theme is to consolidate mental calculations with the 4 operations
in order to solve a range of problems including converting between measures and calculating area and perimeter.

Computing
Excel.
Coding.

Year 5 Spring Term

Word Docs.

PSHE
To look ahead and think about what I
want to achieve and how I will achieve it.
To look at ways that I can help out at
home and school. To look at the moral of
the story and what we can learn from
peoples mistakes/choices.

Music

Science

Other activities

Refer to Mrs Godden.

Earth, sun and moon—Through this unit, the children will understand about
the relative movement, shapes and sizes of the Earth, Sun and Moon. They will
also learn about the rest of the solar system and human’s exploration of space.

The Learning Dome —.Portable
planetarium.
Mindfulness hour
SMSC and BLP (Building Learning power)

